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Abstract— This thesis presents a new approach to the visualization of sound for deaf assistance that
simultaneously illustrates important dynamic sound properties and the recognized sound icons in an easy readable
view. .In order to visualize general sounds efficiently, the MFCC sound features was utilized to represent robust
discriminant properties of the sound. The problem of visualizing MFCC vector that has 39 dimension was
simplified by visualizing one-dimensional value, which is the result of comparing one reference MFCC vector with
the input MFCC vector only. New similarity measure for MFCC feature vectors comparison was proposed that
outperforms existing local similarity measures due to their problem of one to one attribute value calculation that
leaded to incorrect similarity decisions.
Classification of input sound was performed and attached to the visualizing system to make the system more usable
for users. Each time frame of sound is put under K-NN classification algorithm to detect short sound events. In
addition, every one second the input sound is buffered and forwarded to Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
classification algorithm which is designed for dynamic time series classification. Both classifiers works in the same
time and deliver their classification results to the visualization model.
The application of the system was implemented using Java programming language to work on smartphones that run
Android OS, so many considerations related to the complexity of algorithms is taken into account. The system was
implemented to utilize the capabilities of the smartphones GPU to guarantee the smoothness and fastness of the
rendering. The system design was built based on interviews with five deaf persons taking into account their
preferred visualizing system. In addition to that, the same deaf persons tested the system and the evaluation of the
system is carried out based on their interaction with the system. Our approach yields more accessible illustrations of
sound and more suitable for casual and little expert users.
Index Terms— Android, Mobile Computing, MFCC, sound Visualization

I INTRODUCTION

Vision can help a hearing-impaired individual
extract meaning (or assign meaning) to sound
events, if the sound visualizing describes the sound
properly for hearing impaired , e.g. the use of sign
language can be extremely useful tool to those who
cannot hear. The rapid development of video
technology has inspired many researches for sound
expression on visual displays. Our proposed
system will pick the most suitable sound features,
similarity measures, classifiers, rendering frame
work to achieve the main goals of the system

1.1 Sound awareness
People use sound mainly to gain awareness of the state
of the world around them. For example, many everyday
devices such as mobiles, doorbells. at street, one might
hear the horn of cars and guess a passing car is
becoming closer.
According to Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics,
more than 43617 people in Gaza and West Bank are
deaf and 95% of them suffer from the illiteracy [1] as
they need special equipment and learning criteria.

1.3 Sound Features
Many different types of sound features have been
proposed to describe sound coming from speech
recognition community [2][3][4][5][6].

1.2. Assistive listening devices based on
vision
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Temporal shape features
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

spectrograph and the other is based on positional
ripples. In the spectrograph scheme, height is
mapped to pitch and color is mapped to intensity
(red, yellow, green, blue, etc.). In the positional
ripple prototype, the background displays an
overhead map of the room. Sounds are depicted as
rings, and the center of the rings denotes the
position of the sound source in the room. As
shown in Figure (1) the size of the rings represents
the amplitude of the loudest pitch at a particular
point in time. Each ring persists for three seconds
before disappearing.

Temporal shape features
Temporal features
Energy features
Spectral shape features
Harmonic features
Perceptual features :

In this thesis we will focus on spectral shape features as
it proved higher discrimination results than other
features [7].

1.4 Similarity measures
There are many methods that can be used to compare
and derive the differences between two vectors. They
are grouped into main categories according to their
functionality.
a) Local dissimilarity/distance measure, such as
Euclidean [8], cosine[9].
b) Statistical similarity measures, such as
Fullback Leibler distance [10], and the
Hotelling T2-Statistic distance [11].
The local similarity measures are more suitable to our
proposed system because it is hard to have full dataset
for all environmental sounds, so statistical measures
will be biased according to the dataset.
Figure 1: Speech Visualized by Positional Ripples
[12].

1.5 Methodology
Our method started by making interviews with deaf
persons living in different environments by considering
their profession, capabilities, and ages. Then we tried to
pick the most discriminative sound features taking into
consideration the computation power of the device
where the system will be implemented. Finally, after
combining the results of the whole previous steps we
noticed that it is hard for the deaf to use our proposed
system directly without continuous help, so we added
recognition module to the system that classifies some
prior known sounds to help the user.

This architecture however is impractical since it
requires prior knowledge of the surrounding place
(e.g. office); also it is expensive in terms of
equipment setup (array of microphones placed at
certain corners in the room) and is also not
portable (bound to the workplace environment).
In [13], new models have been proposed, based on
the proposed system in [12]. The authors proposed
two models. The first model, based on single icon
scheme, which displays recognized sounds as
icons, located on the upper right corner of the
user’s computer monitor. It was used throughout
the analysis and was shown to give good results.
According to the survey performed in [13], all
participants liked it because it identified each
sound event. The disadvantage of this method
however is the actual need for prior knowledge of
the type of sound to be detected which is very hard
for a person who cannot hear well.

2. RELATED WORKS
Audio visualization for hearing impaired and deaf
has been proposed in [12][13][14]. In [12] the
authors analyzed the techniques used by deaf
people for sound awareness; they made interviews
with deaf and based on the results, two sound
displays have been presented. One is based on a
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generalized for environment sound as in [16]. The
characteristics of MFCCs that made it preferable
for our system is that it has lower computational
complexity than many other algorithms
)), ], its discrimination rate , and for its
simplicity in implementation .

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1

Gathering design
using interviews

requirements

The properties of good sound visualization system
must answer the following questions;
 What sounds are important to people who
are deaf?
 What display size is preferred (e.g. mobile,
PC monitor, or large wall screen)?
 What information about sounds is
important (e.g. sound classes, location, or
characteristics like volume and pitch)?
 How the person who is deaf can be aware
with the visualizing system?
The initial data for the deaf participants was
gathered by interviewing five of the deaf persons.
The participants were chosen in different ages and
jobs.

Seven computational steps for generating MFCC
vectors
are summarized in Figure (2) and
expressed as following;

3.2 Sound input
The sound is sampled from the portable device
microphone at 44100 samples per second, 16 bit
per sample and mono. Further sound processing
requires framing the sound to be processed in real
time . A good solution was found using hamming
window of size N=1024 samples with overlap of
50% at sampling rate of 44100 sample/second,
which approximately corresponds to 23.2ms of
sound input.

Figure 2: MFCC block diagram

3.4 The proposed similarity measure
In this subsection, we introduce efficient algorithm
for measuring the similarity between two vectors
of MFCC taking into account ―shuffling property‖
and the different impact of the coefficients of the
MFCC vector. Algorithm (1) handles the shuffling
property of the MFCCs, as it differentiates
between two MFCC vectors regarding to the
places of the dominating coefficients

3.3 Feature extraction
The most well-known state of art-feature
extraction methods are MFCC and LPC; by
considering their popularity in sound recognition
systems [15]. The widespread use of the MFCCs is
due to its low computational complexity and better
performance for most ASR systems [16]. MFCCs
are used for speech data in most cases but it can be

We used Manhattan distance [17] as it completes
the idea of the proposed distance measure of
calculating the required steps of converting one
MFCC vector into another.
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Purpose : to measure the distance between two vectors of MFCC
Input : MFCC vector A, MFCC vector B of length N
Output: distanc between A, B
Procedure:
1 Create two vectors Ai, Bi with the same length of A,B to store the indices of the elements in A,B
2 distance=0
3 Sort the elements of both A,B descending with corresponding indices in Ai, Bi
4 For i=0 to N-1
5 distance += wi|Ai(i)-Bi(i)|, wi is the corresponding weight of each attribute
6 Return (distance)
Algorithm (1): The proposed distance measure
Finally, equation (1) summarizes the modified proposed distance.
)
Where
is the Manhattan distance,
then after the maximum value of
.

is the distance calculated from alogrithm1, and m is the next power of

3.5 Visualization system framework

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present our proposed
visualizing system based on our made interviews.
Figure (3) illustrates the overall system separated
in modules (Audio processing module, similarity
measure module, classification module, and
visualizing module).

The performed experiments were described and
discussed. Different groups of sound features,
similarity measures, and classifiers where tested
and compared in order to choose the best of each
group to build the proposed visualizing system.

4.1 Data set
We built a database of sound samples by collecting
the preferred samples from well-known datasets
[18] [19] [20]. The dataset contains 430 (80 door
bells, 100 cars, 130 speech, 70 crowds, and 50
explosions) samples. All signals in the database
have a 16 bit resolution and are sampled at 44100
Hz mono channel. In this way, all possible sound
spectrum components can be introduced for
experimentation purpose. This point is very
important for environmental sounds, because some
sounds show an important energy content in the
highest frequencies, like glass breaks for example.
The samples duration is fixed of four seconds but
have different loudness levels. Each sound sample
is assigned to exactly one of the five classes.

Figure 3: The overall system design

4.2. Algorithm choosing phase
The system that was used during this phase is
MATLAB program version 7.8.0.347 (R2009a).
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We used a platform of Intel Core i5 with 4 GB
RAM during the experiments.
The goal of this framework is to choose the most
suitable sound features, similarity

measure, and classifier for the proposed system to
be implemented on smartphone. Thus, the
challenges arise when considering the smart phone
computation power and real time performance with
complex algorithms.

4.3 Distance measures algorithms
The evaluated distance measures are considered local distance measure, so the evaluation criteria we used is
the recognition rate of a classifier that uses local distance measure for classification. We used K-NN classifier
for classifying every time frame in real time and Dynamic Time Wrapping DTW for classifying input sounds
with long duration to preserve the perceptual properties of the sound
Figure (4) shows the recognition rate for the K-NN classifier and DTW using the mentioned distances. We
can notice the benefit of the proposed distance measure for increasing recognition rate for both classifiers
more than any other distance measure.

Classification rate

Similarity measures evaluation
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Distance/similarity measure
K-NN

DTW

Figure 4: Similarity measures evaluation using k-NN and DTW

applications written in Java programming
language. This operating system includes a set of

4.4 System implementation phase
The overall system was implemented on smart
phone of model number Galaxy Ace 2 made by
SAMSUNG co , which has a Dual-core 800 MHz
, 4 GB storage, 768 MB RAM , and runs Android
operating system.

core libraries [21] that provides most of the
functionalities available in the core libraries of the
Java programming language. In order to develop
Android

Android is a free open source operating system for
mobile devices, running on a Linux kernel, and
owned by Google. Android provides various
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applications, developers use the Android System
Development tool Kit (SDK). It provides all the
necessary tools to write, compile and run an
Android application with or without a connected
mobile device, as the emulator emulates an
Android mobile phone. Once the latter is installed,
it is easy and simple to use it with Eclipse IDE.

the third, because we used the reference from one
of its frames) because they belong to speech class.
The third vowel shows blue color during the
visualization for expressing our point of view only
hence we use a reference sound represents silence
in the real time application.

4.7 Door bells

For fast video rendering of the visualized sound
we used OpenGL ES 2 framework on Android
[22], which uses the phone’s GPU and provides
simple API to call the native interfaces
implemented inside.

Figure (6) shows the visualizing result for doorbell
sound. The interesting thing about this visualized
doorbell is that it displays icon of doorbell in
yellow (warning color) above bird icon. This
happened because in fact the doorbell is designed
to output bird sounds. Since one of the classifiers,
detect that this sound is likely to be a bird sound
and the other for doorbell sound. The visualizing
system displays the icon of both classes.

4.5 Visualization
The visualization is drawn on a rectangular canvas
with adaptive size to fit on any android device’s
display. It consists of two parts; the first part is the
3D colored visualization of the acquired sound
while the second part series of images displaying
the symbols of recognized sounds .The visualized
sound flows from left to right as so as the
additional icons that appear if the classifiers
recognize any sound.

4.6 Speech
Figure (5) shows the visualizations of a number of
diﬀerent voiced Arabic vowels
( ي,  و, )ا.
Since vowels shows some constant representation
of the sound during the voice, we can notice
clearly the visualized sound even if it cannot
recognized by the classifiers.

Figure 6: Visualized doorbell tone

4.8 Explosions
This class represents the most severe case among
all other classes. The mobile phone makes a
vibration besides the visualization. The explosions
include gunshots, heavy falling mass and real
known explosions.
Figure (7) shows the visualization of explosion
sound. The visualizing system showed the
explosion icon with vibration on the test smart
phone.

Figure 5: The visualized Arabic vowels
The reference sound used for the similarity
measure and hence for the visualization system, is
picked from the third vowel, so we can notice that
the third vowel has the lowest height in 3D mesh.
The additional notices from Figure (5.4) is that the
three different vowels show related colors (except
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5. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new visualization system to help
deaf person to experience surrounding sounds.
This system depends on vision sense of deaf to
understand the sound visualization. Technically,
the system depends on extracting robust sound
features and comparing them with reference sound
feature for using the comparison result for
visualizing the sound in 3D curve with different
colors. The building of the system involved in
using feature extraction, similarity measures,
classification, and rendering frameworks.
Figure 7: Explosion sound visualization

The sound feature that was used for representing
sound is MFCC by evaluating many sound features
and picking the highest recognition rate feature
vector. Since, there is wide range of feature vectors
proposed previously, our evaluation done on the
most well-known features in open literature.

4.9 Testing phase
For every sound, the answers of the trainees are
collected with their response time for every answer
is recorded for analysis. Due to the deaf inability to
analyze sound from previous experience, the tests
were made repeatedly and the results only picked
in the last two sessions and only for correct answer
rate of 90% and above.

We formed sound database from other three
databases to get different sound classes that fits the
resulted application-working environment. We
used our database for evaluating many sound
features, similarity measures, and classification
algorithms.

Figure (10) shows the average duration of correct
answers curve for the testing users. As we can
note, the users at first find some difficulties for
giving correct answers with the new sounds during
session 1. In the next sessions , the users shows
improvements in response time . The interesting
notice about the final results is that the response
time reached several few seconds this indicates
that they can use the program in real time with
little difficulties

The visualization system renders the frames of
sound as 3D dynamic mesh changing over time to
give the user real time feeling with sound. The
dynamic color and height of the visualized sound
can be read easily by little experienced user
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